International Lions Bavarian Youth Exchange Camp 2016
On the 23rd of July 2016, a day after the shooting in Munich, 22 young people between the ages 17-22, were
supposed to come to Munich from 19 different countries, to join the Bavarian Youth Camp. The shooting darkened
the beginning of the camp. A Spanish boy arrived a week later and a young woman from Serbia decided not to
continue her trip and travel back home due to fear. We all understood and related to the worries from the parents.
There was nothing else to do but to keep all participants up to date at all times. Governor Claudia Spieß-Kiefer
showed great courage when she allowed Mohammad, a Syrian refugee who now lives in Germany, to take the free
spot in the Camp. With that the fun could begin!
The young people were welcomed by 17 host families. For the second time, the Lions Club in Augsburg showed true
dedication with 7 families opening their homes for the camp. A big ‘thank you for your help’ to our Lions friend
Thomas Kuschel!! In the host families, the youngsters have the opportunity to experience true German and Bavarian
culture. Many important places were visited, we cooked and ate together and especially das Reinheitsgebot (German
Beer Purity Law) was a success… One group of participants took part in a German language lesson together with
some of the refugees in Bad Tölz. It wasn’t easy for them and for the refugees it was nice to note that others have
the same difficulties learning a foreign language as they do. Afterwards everyone went for a toboggan run down the
Blomberg. It was a great event! Thanks to Ingrid Kreuwel for her great organization of it all!
Here, I would like to express how grateful I am for all the host families and would like to thank them for offering us
their time to welcome the youngsters into their homes and lives. That’s the true spirit of the Lionism!
On the 29th of July 2016, nearly all youngsters got together at the train station in Munich where they were met by
Harry Schwimmer, his assistant Eva Kreuwel and I, as the representative of the Youth Camp. Especially the
youngsters, who stayed in a host family in Bad Tölz or Augsburg had already previously met and knew each other.
However, believe me when I say, that this moment of meeting each other and getting to know each other is a
special, exciting and fun experience to all participants.
In the Sportalm in Scheidegg everything was, as per usual, perfectly organized. A lovely team of experts offered us
the entire site to go climbing and their indoor soccer hall to do sport. The camp coaches organized many activities
for the youngsters to get to know each other and learn to trust each other. This year the group was a great example/
showed exemplary behavior.
On Saturday the 30th of July 2016, the Lions Club in Oberstaufen-Westallgäu had planned a game of `Football Golf´
for us. It was a great game that enabled so many of us to get to know each other with ease. Afterwards our Lions
friend Stefan Geser invited us to a BBQ. Dear Stefan, I would like to thank you here for your great hospitality! Of
course, I would also like to thank the Club, in particular Lion Ulf Rüdiger, who invited us all for food and a beer at the
`Volksfest´(fair) in Scheidegg – no worries, dear reader, most youngsters stuck to the alcohol-free drinks.
On the 2nd of August, social worker Maria Filser and department manager Andreas Niedermeier welcomed us to the
Allgäuer Werkstätten in Kempten, where workshops are provided for people with a disability or impairment. With
the motto `No work, no food`, our guests were given an up-close experience of the inclusion within this facility,
which for many was a completely new experience! As a reward for their hard work and participation, we had lunch
together.
For our event of Asphaltstockschießen (an activity similar to curling that takes place on the pavements instead of ice)
Past District Governor Christiane Schilling had created a Special Olympics t-shirt for all participants of the workshop
and of the BJC16. This event created a lot of fun and bonded. It was a fun-filled and very successful experience of
inclusion. Thanks to our Lions friend Brigitte Ankele, you honor the name of your club immensely!

From Thursday to Monday the youngsters visited Augsburg. The Lions Clubs of Augsburg Elias-Holl, Neusäß and
Friedberg had set up and amazing program of events. The highlight was the scavenger hunt in Friedberg, where the
youngsters had to complete tasks along the different parts of the town and had to ask its residents about their
knowledge of the town’s history. It’s amazing how little we know about our own home town! Visiting the alternative
to Oktoberfest in Friedberg was for many youngsters a dream of the Bavarian culture: great food and drinks, great
entertainment, music, dance and fun for all. Thank you; thank you, dear Lions-friends from Augsburg, for your
generosity and your warm welcome. Finally, on Monday the 4th of August the youngsters were able to help out with
an activity of the Lions Club Augsburg Elias-Holl at Augsburg’s Friedensfest (`peace festival´). Then, the journey
continued to the yearned Munich.
Traditionally, the last week of the camp takes place in Munich, where the youngsters get to experience the city by
bike and where a program without visits to the Bayern Much football stadium as well as the BMW-World, would be
unthinkable. The absolute highlight this year was walking on top of the Olympia Stadium with the so-called Flying
Fox. Here, you fly with a zip-line from one side of the stadium to the other side. The Director of the Camp did not
want to miss out on this opportunity, which was generously sponsored by the Lions Club München Mürnsee, so he
decided to be brave and embrace the experience! Thank you very much, dear Lion Georg Zollner, for this special
experience!
Bavarian LEOs (Lions for youths) got particularly involved in Munich. First, LEO District representative Tom Rueß
helped to obtain some special BYC16 t-shirts. Then, the LEOs actively participated during the visit of the memorial
site of the Dachau concentration camp and especially LEO Pepe Esponda gave additional support and help during
trips. For example, many youngsters would usually not know where one could find a proper pub when they were
allowed to explore the city on their own. Well, there, help can be found…
Visiting the memorial site of the Dachau concentration camp was the most moving moment. Some youngsters had
to leave, because they could physically feel the suffering that this place had caused. To me, the most influential
moment was when the two youths coming from Israel, invited the Syrian refugee participant to their homes.
Realistically, this may never be possible, but the fact that these young people have developed such friendships,
demonstrated how useful the Bavarian Youth Camp is in regards to understanding each other and different nations
from one’s own.
The farewell party on the 12th of August 2016 was an opportunity for host families, friends of the Lions Clubs and the
representatives of the districts to come together and say goodbye to all the young people. Vice-Governor Dirk
Raeder awarded all participants with a certificate for their participation and dedication during the camp. Without
any exception, all participants are now looking to become a member of LEOs. Unfortunately I had to say goodbye to
Eva, who is leaving us as a Camp-Coach, since her degree is demanding a lot of time and energy. Thank you, Eva, for
your wonderful effort and help!!
The journey home commenced for everyone the following day: Between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m. we went to the airport in
Munich five times to say goodbye to various groups of young people. For the first time, I experienced the complexity
of tax refunds for goods bought here.
On the 22nd day I was able to inform all parents and international representatives of the safe home journey of all
youngsters. A notable response came from the US, who praised us for including a refugee and breaking barriers:
`here, in the US, this could have disproved some real prejudice´.
Dear Lions from the Bayern-Süd district, you can be proud of yourselves!
Gerald Kreuwel
111-BS District YCEC of the International Lions Bavarian Youth Exchange Camp
gerald.kreuwel@lions-bayern-sued.de

Some guys are just lucky..

What connects us?

Football Golf

Step-on-the-Plate

Special Olympics – „Street Curling“ in the Allgäuer Workshop for mentally disabled people in Kempten
Pictures from Mrs. M. Rohlmann

City-Rallye in Friedberg - Art

Fun in a Bavarian Beer Tent

Spontaneous participation in the Friedberg Running

Mr. Camp Director having fun..!

International Understanding!!

An emotional Farewell

Young Mohammad receiving his Certificate of
Participation of Camp Director Gerald Kreuwel

